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Tourism and hospitality play a key role in every country, as they boost the economy, generate 
employment, develop infrastructure and promote cultural exchanges.

It is therefore crucial that any infrastructure that supports this sector, such as hotels and 
accommodation, event centers or restaurants, has a reliable electricity supply. A power failure 
can lead to the paralysis of IT and air conditioning systems, the downtime of machinery and 
electrical and electronic equipment, causing discomfort and frustration among guests and 
visitors, and leading to economic and security losses.

One solution to this scenario is, of course, the use of generator sets capable of starting 
automatically, taking on the load of the facilities, to supply them with the energy needed for 
everything to work without interruption. 

Over the years, Grupel has developed and supplied energy projects for hotels and touristic 
venues all over the world, helping these businesses to avoid losses due to power cuts or failures.

HAVING A GOOD TIME

REQUIRES ENERGY



       





GRUPEL SOLUTIONS FOR

TOURISM

With a vast experience and technical know-how, Grupel’s Engineering Department designs and produces 
solutions according to the needs of each client and the specificities of each application and location.
From small guesthouses to big hotels, from restaurants or event venues to convention centers, Grupel 
offers robust and reliable generator sets for all types of support energy supply.

ENGINEERING
Creation of the solution in accordance with current 

regulations and the requirements of the installation, 

considering its location and energy consumption.

ROBUSTNESS
Resistant canopies with an anti-corrosion finish for 

harsh environments and exposure to dust, humidity 

and bad weather.

ADAPTABILITY

Compliance with international standards regarding 

emissions and noise, through soundproofing and the 

inclusion of components such as STAGE V engines.

POWER RANGE

A wide range of powers for projects of different sizes and 

with different energy needs, ensuring an uninterrupted 

power supply.

DIVERSITY OF EXTRAS

Incorporation of extra components, such as remote 

start, communication modules, including Wi-Fi, to 

ensure a safe and efficient operation.

EASY MAINTENANCE

Easy access to components to facilitate preventive 

maintenance of the equipment, such as checking 

filters and changing the oil and diesel supply.

APPLICABLE PRODUCT RANGES

WHAT FEATURES DO THESE GENERATOR SETS HAVE?

Highly resistant power generators suitable for recurring transportation. With a more durable bolted 
canopy, openings in the chassis and lifting eye for transportation, and the possibility of including STAGE V 
engines to comply with European standards.

Ideal for applications where natural light and mains power are scarce, they guarantee light for night works 
and remote contexts. Robust and easily transportable, being available with a manual or pneumatic mast 
of up to 7m and illuminating an area of up to 4,500m2.

Reliable generator sets prepared to respond to power failures.
These gensets start automatically in this type of situation, guaranteeing the power supply of small 
machines and electrical and electronic equipment. 

8-65kVA

40-1250kVA

High-power range, with generators suitable for demanding projects such as big touristic developments, 
hotels and event venues.
Robust options, adapted to harsh environments with dust and humidity.

Generators that are easy to transport and ideal for powering low-power equipment such as small engines 
and tools. The range includes equipment with automatic and remote start, and an inverter model that 
allows for parallel operation.

2-15kVA



OUR PROJECTS FOR

TOURISM

Over the years, Grupel has created highly reliable and robust solutions by adapting its products to the 

needs of real clients, contributing to the development of local communities in Portugal and around the 

world.

To guarantee an uninterrupted power supply to a 

resort hotel in Portugal, Grupel produced two 1100kVA 

generator sets.

The equipment is robust, reliable and can operate 

in parallel, ensuring power for the entire complex 

comprising 153 rooms, swimming pools, spa, gym, 

restaurants, event and party venues.

To guarantee reliable power for a hotel located on 

Bilene Beach in Mozambique, Grupel produced and 

supplied a project that includes four power generators 

of 1260kVA. A project that guarantees a safe power 

supply to systems, machinery and electrical and 

electronic equipment, preventing loss or damage 

normally caused by power failures.

Grupel project comprising two 1250kVA generator sets 

and a third 200kVA set to support the Hilton Resort 

Hotel in Cape Verde.

The equipment ensures an uninterrupted power supply 

to the entire facility, including the accomodation and 

food court areas, and the associated security, IT and air 

conditioning systems.

ALAMBIQUE DE OURO HOTEL
PORTUGAL

HILTON HOTEL
CAPE VERDE

BILENE BEACH HOTEL
MOZAMBIQUE

2,2MVA Perkins Leroy Somer

5MVA MTU Leroy Somer

2,7MVA Perkins Stamford / Marelli



WORLD OF WINE
PORTUGAL

GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL 
UNITED KINGDOM

WEDDING VENUE 
SPAIN

Grupel developed and produced a project consisting 

of a 450kVA generator set supporting a hotel in the 

United Kingdom.

This genset operates in standby mode and therefore 

are able to start automatically in the event of a mains 

failure, guaranteeing an uninterrupted power supply to 

the infrastructure.

Grupel supplied a project with four generators of 

550kVA each, that can operate in parallel for an 

important cultural quarter in Portugal.

The development has a total area of 55,000 m², including 

seven museums, twelve restaurants and coffee shops, 

an exhibition gallery and stores, and welcomes 1 million 

visitors a year.

A 100kVA generator set that supports a wedding venue 

in Granada, Spain, operating in standby mode and 

therefore coming into action if the regular power grid 

fails.

In this way, it guarantees uninterrupted power to 

the entire venue and the events taking place there, 

preventing damage and losses.

100kVA Iveco Stamford

450kVA FPT Stamford

2,2MVA Iveco Stamford





Founded in 1976, Grupel was born with the mission of taking Energy where it is needed. 

Our wide range of products includes standard generators from 3 to 3500kVA, portable lighting 
towers and complex special projects developed on a custom basis. 

We have a 360º specialized team that guarantees quality services, from design to technical 
assistance and spare parts supply. 

Grupel has the confidence of the Portuguese market, having been distinguished with the 
Five Stars Award (Prémio Cinco Estrelas) and the SME Leader (PME Líder) status. And it is also 
recognized on a global scale, being present in over 70 countries.

The best Energy. From Portugal to the world.



     

EXPERIENCE

For over 45 years, Grupel designs, produces and sells power generators, taking energy to the 

whole world, with its unique know-how and experience.

FOCUS ON THE CLIENT

Grupel works for the satisfaction of its clients, supporting the entire life cycle of their projects 

and developing the best solutions for each need.

GLOBAL SCALE

Grupel is a brand awarded on several occasions in Portugal and recognized internationally, 

being present in over 70 countries on 5 continents.

VERSATILITY

With a wide range of powers, Grupel can serve highly demanding applications such as 

industries, data centers, hospitals or power plants and cogeneration systems.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Grupel’s team responds to any doubt or intervention that you may need, through maintenance 

services, technical assistance and supply of spare parts.

QUALITY

Grupel works with components from internationally renowned brands and its own brand, 

being certified by the quality standards ISO 9001 and 14001 and the CE marking.

6 REASONS TO CHOOSE 

GRUPEL 



Order one of these services at  
www.grupel.eu

Full and personalized 

monitoring of your 

equipment.

GENERATOR 
MAINTENANCE

SPARE PARTS 
SERVICE

TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE 

Performed remotely,

by phone

or on site.

Spare parts for engines, 

alternators and generators 

of all brands.

Improvement of obsolete 

generators or components in 

poor condition.

Proposals

tailored

to your needs.

START-UP
AND TRAINING 

GENERATOR 
REFURBISHMENT 

SOLUTIONS
AND PROJECTS

Functional tests and 

training for the use of 

the equipment.

The content of this brochure is Grupel’s property and may 
be updated at any time without previous warning.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND

AFTER SALES SERVICES 



Grupel, S.A.
Parque Empresarial de Soza,
Parcela A, Lote 5
3840-342 Soza . Vagos, Portugal

T ( +351 ) 234 790 070
E grupel@grupel.eu
www.grupel.eu


